
India is commonly held up as an economic
rival of China. But can it also serve as a
model of systemic reform?

The “Indian way”was once famous as the method by which
India’s government micro-managed market activity. Everything
required a license and official approval.The result was a level of
social corruption and institutionalized bribery approaching
that of Panama.Administrators became addicted to handing
out licenses and approvals left and right in what became noto-
rious as the full-flavored, genuine “Indian way.”
Among the economists I know, only Stephen Cheung1 has

since the early 1980s repeatedly raised the alarm that although
China is heading in the right direction with market reform,
there is a real threat of the “India syndrome.” Now China is
making great strides in its market economy, but property rights
reform remains elusive, and there is no end to “market regula-
tion.”A glance around shows that that corruption springs eter-
nal and that it is increasing, not decreasing, confirming
Professor Cheung’s well-deserved reputation for prescience.
India, however, has already taken a turn for the better. It

goes without saying that this change can be attributed to the
great intelligence of Indians, especially overseas Indians. Chi-
nese traveling to Europe andAmerica have been deeply
impressed by the numbers of Indians in white-collar and even
gold-collar professions there. In the U.S., which excels at
attracting the world’s top professionals, 20 percent of all work
visas are issued to Indians. In the renowned SiliconValley, it is
said that 30 percent of the engineers are Indians. Indians have
not only become the backbone of high-tech companies
founded byAmericans, but the companies they themselves
have established are also a source of pride.A quick perusal of
any facts and figures indicates that Indian-owned companies
listed onWall Street have done very well.
But I have to point out that in the great and ancient cultures

of Asia, with populations exceeding one billion, it’s hardly sur-
prising that a certain number of outstanding individuals will
surface. Moreover, if a country affords only limited opportuni-
ties to its elite, they tend to seek their fortunes elsewhere.What
really matters are the changes at home in India.
I don’t want to base my argument on the widely reported

rise in India’s rate of economic growth, the rise in per capita
income, and its race into high technology. On the basis of these
criteria, it seems unlikely that India can easily overtake even
China, not to mention other countries. Of course, India’s total
software production output is 16.7 percent of the world’s total,
and the value of its annual software exports has reached $4-5
billion, second only to the U.S. itself. But China leaves India in
the dust in terms of market penetration for household appli-
ances, telecommunications, computer ownership and online
population. Comparing Shanghai with Mumbai, this is no exag-
geration.And if we look further “toward the bottom,” to the
population living at a poverty level of $1.00 or less per day,
China has 350 hundred million out of a population of 1.3 bil-
lion, while India has the same number of poor in its population
of one billion.2 Both ancient civilizations feel the pressure to
eradicate poverty, but it seems to weigh more heavily on India.
My confidence in the changes that have occurred in India

rests on one thing only: companies founded by Indians in
India are earning money all over the world and have become
world-class companies. Not only that, but these companies
manage to earn profits in developed markets without relying
on the sale of their natural resources, the advantage of a cheap
labor force, the arms trade or government subsidies.What do
they rely on?Technological innovation, management, and local
and non-local market development. India has a whole group of
companies like this!
That Indians are capable of running “modern enterprises”

is hardly news. Seven percent of the CEOs of SiliconValley’s
high-tech companies are of Indian origin, for example. But
these are all companies outside of India, trading on the system
and environment of developed countries and their “social cap-
ital.”What I’m referring to are multinational companies run
by Indians in India; these are the ones that have drawn atten-
tion. How can such a “species” grow in the soil of a license
economy? In my view, this is proof of the changes that have
taken place in the “Indian way.”
Let’s look at one example. InfosysTechnologies, Inc. is one

of the largest software companies in India today, but when it
was founded in 1981, it had capital of only 10,000 rupees, or
the equivalent of $1,000.The difficulties it faced were not its
limited capital, but India’s pervasive licensing system.The
company founder, Narayana Murthy, recalls that it once took
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18 months to get a license to market software.3 Born to a poor
family in 1946, Murthy originally shared the sincere belief of
his generation that only a state economy and government
intervention could end poverty. His experience working in a
French software company in the 1970s changed his view; he
came to understand how wealth could be created through
entrepreneurial freedom. On his return to India, he worked for
a software consultancy company in Mumbai for a few years,
and then with six colleagues founded InfosysTechnologies.
The most important thing for the company in its first decade

was dealing with the stifling system of bureaucratic controls.To
gain distance from the endless reporting and the quagmire of
bribery,while other Indian companies competed with each
other to benefit from their relationships with the controlling
bureaucracies,Murthy sent his own technical personnel overseas
to compete for international customers.Murthy understood that
the kind of “expertise” required to negotiate a licensing envi-
ronment was useless in developing software technology and
competing in the market.After 10 years of struggle, by the time
the Indian government underwent drastic national reforms in
1991, InfosysTechnologies already had the capability to win big
European andAmerican companies as customers.
In 1991, India’s government reforms did away with

licenses and opened up the market.The southern city of Ban-
galore implemented a simplified tax system and provided
satellite communication facilities and a software technology

park. Infosys went for it like a fish to water. It was finally possi-
ble to offer its global customers round-the-clock software
services on Indian soil.At the same time, the opening of the
market brought international competition to India. In order to
compete for outstanding Indian technical talent with top inter-
national companies such as IBM, Infosys implemented a series
of managerial changes within the company, and introduced
stock options for managerial and technical personnel that
matched the compensation of any good company in the world.
Murthy’s technical staff increased from 480 in 1994 to 6,500
in 1996. It is no longer necessary for Murthy to deny the fun-
damental goal that drives the efforts of himself and his col-
leagues, which is to make Infosys a world-class company.
InApril 1999, on the basis of a 66 percent profit growth

performance over the last five years, InfosysTechnologies was
listed on the Nasdaq exchange. Investors noted not only that
90 percent of the company’s business came from the devel-
oped economies of the U.S. and northern Europe, with
extremely high growth and profitability, but also that the com-
pany’s financial transparency and accountability to its share-
holders matched other world-class listed companies. Even after
being put to the test in the U.S. market inApril 2006, as of this
writing the market value of the company exceeds $30 billion.
Like cloven-hoofed animals that eat grass and thrive in a

prairie-like environment, the characteristic behavior of organi-
zations and their activities in their social environment come
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Infosys chairman Narayana Murthy (L) evaded India’s institutionalized corruption to build a company that has succeeded worldwide. Photo: Associated

Press



down to “survival of the fittest.” Infosys’ major business is
with developed-market customers. It must compete for talent
with world-class IT companies and also gain access to invest-
ment from the capital markets of developed countries.This
“cloven-hoofed” animal requires property rights, contracts,
leases and credit transparency and the means to respond to
market changes, if it is to “eat grass and ruminate” like other
members of its species.The problem is that rampant non-pro-
ductive rent-seeking activities characteristic of the “Indian
way” scarcely allow a blade of “grass” to grow; how, then, can
a grass-eating animal find the means to live, let alone grow
into a big and impressive beast?
Environmental disasters are the answer. In 1991, the “Rao

reforms” fundamentally changed the system and environment
of Indian business activities. In 1991, Rajiv Gandhi was assassi-
nated, and 70-year-old Narasimha Rao, on the verge of retire-
ment, suddenly ascended to the position of Prime Minister.
The Nehru-Gandhi system that had established Indian inde-
pendence, a democratic government and an independent judi-
ciary, had endured nearly 40 years, but the economic theory
that had long guided the Indian government was far wrong.
The mainstream view was that India’s economic resources
were in short supply. How could national strength be
enhanced and poverty eradicated if resource allocation were
controlled by the price mechanism rather than through gov-
ernment guidance?Thus, India became the test laboratory for
“democracy plus planned economy,” with a basic economic
system characterized by complex, irrational control through a
licensing system applied to production, investment and for-
eign trade every step of the way.
It’s true that India did not implement nationalization as

comprehensively as the former Soviet Union; although India’s
state-owned economy grew from 8 percent of GDP in 1960 to
26 percent of GDP in 1991, private ownership of enterprises
was still allowed. But how many stamps did the owner have to
get for this “jot” and that “tittle” to be approved?What was left
of “private ownership”? In fact, major business decisions and
even the qualifications for membership of the board of direc-
tors of all Indian companies with assets exceeding $2 million,
whether under state or private ownership, had to obtain gov-
ernment endorsement.The licensing system meant that
administrative departments were transformed from all-know-
ing distributors and balancers of state economic interests into
an endless and arbitrary bureaucratic political system.
The licensing system determined who would win in the

game of business. It defined the meaning of competition, and
countless otherwise heroic business figures submitted them-
selves to it.The magic of the license is this: however much
humiliation and irritation it exacts, once it’s in hand, potential
competitors are shut out. In this way, the regulated also benefit
from the regulations. However you look at it, the sweet taste of
non-productive rent-seeking is addictive, and ultimately the
function determines the organ’s shape. From an economic
standpoint, resources directly used in gaining a license were
just part of the cost of the “Indian way.”The other and perhaps
even greater cost was that the license economy constrained the

scope and intensity of market competition, stifled innovation
and protected the backward and the old-fashioned.This made
maintaining the increase in per capita national income prohib-
itively difficult in a license economy.
In 1991, Prime Minister Rao was pushed against the wall.

The nation’s financial situation was so appalling that the Indian
government discussed the sale of Indian embassies in Japan and
China in order to raise emergency funds.The crisis was also felt
within Rao’s cabinet, where Finance Minister Manmohan Singh
and Commerce Minister P. Chidambaram launched an assault on
“ineffective capitalism.” India’s economic policies changed rap-
idly, and the core of the Rao reforms, both simple and extremely
difficult, was to take the knife to the licensing system that bound
India’s economy hand and foot. Eliminating the licensing system
liberated the traditional vitality of Indian commerce. Chapter 8
of The Commanding Heights: The Battle for theWorld Economy by Daniel
Yergin and JosephA. Stanislaw is devoted to a very interesting
account of the Rao reforms.This book has been published in
Chinese translation by the Foreign Languages Press, and anyone
interested in India’s reforms should read it.
The culmination of this reform is that the ancient cow-wor-

shipping nation of India has sent forth new and fresh shoots of
green grass, providing a growth environment for a large group
of “cloven-hoofed” technology companies on the Infosys
model. Optimistic observers even predicted that India’s eco-
nomic growth could surpass China’s in 2006, the first fruits of
the reforms that India launched in 1991.
I have no direct observation or experience of India. I can ven-

ture no authoritative view on whether or not the old “Indian
way” has really disappeared and whether a new Indian way is
guiding that great country. I simply see a ray of hope in India’s
story: that there is a cure even for the India syndrome, for a cor-
ruption to the very marrow of the system.All that’s required is
taking a knife to the disease, and keeping a steady hand.

Translated by a friend of HRIC

The original Chinese article was posted on a multitude of
mainland ChineseWeb sites, as well as overseasWeb sites such
as the China Information Center, http://www.observechina.
net/info/artshow.asp?ID=40837&ad=9/30/2006.

NOTES
1. Professor Stephen Cheung Ng-sheung is a well-known economist at

Hong Kong University. For an example of his warnings on economic

reform, see “Guanyu xin zhidu jingjixue (Regarding the economics of

the new system)” posted on theWeb site of Henan University onApril 7,

2005, http://www.henuecon.com/new/data/2005/0407/article_

58_23.htm.

2. The original Chinese article gives a figure of 530 million impover-

ished Indians, but available information suggests that this number

applies to Southeast Asia as a region, and that the number of Indians

considered impoverished by international standards is around 350

million.

3. Murthy recalls his company’s early struggles in “Infosys Maps Strate-

gies for the Internet Age,” knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article.

cfm?articleid=138.


